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You Know Me Well
A Novel
David Levithan and Nina LaCour
From award-winning authors David Levithan and Nina LaCour,
the story of a friendship forged over the course of one fateful
pride week in San Francisco.
Who knows you well? Your best friend? Your boyfriend or girlfriend? A
stranger you meet on a crazy night? No one, really?
Mark and Kate have sat next to each other for an entire year but have never
spoken. For whatever reason, their paths outside of class have never crossed.
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That is until Kate spots Mark miles away from home, out in the city for a
wild, unexpected night. Kate is lost, having just run away from a chance to
finally meet the girl she has been in love with from afar. Mark, meanwhile, is
in love with his best friend Ryan, who may or may not feel the same way.
When Kate and Mark meet up, little do they know how important they will
become to each other—and how, in a very short time, they will know each
other better than any of the people who are supposed to know them more.
Told in alternating points of view by Nina LaCour, the award-winning author
of Hold Still and The Disenchantments, and David Levithan, the best-selling
author of Every Day and co-author of Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist (with
Rachel Cohn) and Will Grayson, Will Grayson (with John Green), You Know
Me Well is a deeply honest story about navigating the joys and heartaches of
first love, one truth at a time.
PR A I SE

“You Know Me Well perfectly encapsulates those fraught, end-all-be-all feelings of
high-school romance and graduation. The raw emotion of this novel will delight
fans of Rainbow Rowell and John Green.” —BookPage
“Both authors excel at writing smart, funny, and realistic dialogue. These are
characters to whom readers will relate and want to get to know.” —School Library
Journal
NINA LACOUR is the award-winning author of Hold Still, The Disenchantments, and
Everything Leads to You. A former indie bookseller and high school teacher, she lives with her
family in San Francisco.
DAVID LEVITHAN is the NYT bestselling author of YA novels, including Another Day, Two
Boys Kissing, Every Day, Boy Meets Boy, Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist (with Rachel
Cohn) and Will Grayson, Will Grayson (with John Green). By day, he works as an editor. By
night, he lives in New Jersey.
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Summer Days and Summer
Nights
Twelve Love Stories
Edited by Stephanie Perkins
Twelve romantic summer stories by twelve bestselling young
adult authors, edited by Stephanie Perkins.
Maybe it’s the long, lazy days, or maybe it’s the heat making everyone a
little bit crazy. Whatever the reason, summer is the perfect time for love to
bloom.
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Summer Days and Summer Nights: Twelve Love Stories, written by twelve
bestselling young adult writers and edited by the international bestselling
Stephanie Perkins, will have you dreaming of sunset strolls by the lake. So set
out your beach chair and grab your sunglasses. You have twelve reasons this
summer to soak up the sun and fall in love.
PR A I SE

“Readers will be enticed by more than steamy romance in this volume...Offering a
sampling of many different genres, bright and distinct narrative voices, and a
generous portion of tender moments, this book has something for everyone who
has loved or longs for it.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“There’s not a false note in the whole thing. These big-name authors deliver a
collection that scorches as surely as any day in the sun.” —Booklist (starred
review)
“This is a star-studded lineup that doesn’t disappoint...An intelligent beach read
with heart, soul, and sizzle.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
STEPHANIE PERKINS is the New York Times and international bestselling author of Anna
and the French Kiss, Lola and the Boy Next Door, and Isla and the Happily Ever After, as
well as the editor of My True Love Gave to Me: Twelve Holiday Stories. She lives with her
husband in Asheville, North Carolina.
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Firsts
A Novel
Laurie Elizabeth Flynn

In the vein of Easy A, this young adult novel about sex, love, and
high school is honest, refreshing, and timely.
Seventeen-year-old Mercedes Ayres has an open-door policy when it comes
to her bedroom, but only if the guy fulfills a specific criteria: he has to be a
virgin. Mercedes lets the boys get their awkward fumbling first times over
with, and all she asks in return is that they give their girlfriends the perfect
first time—the kind Mercedes never had herself.
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Keeping what goes on in her bedroom a secret has been easy—so far. Her
mother isn’t home nearly enough to know about Mercedes’ extracurricular
activities, and her uber-religious best friend, Angela, won’t even say the word
"sex" until she gets married. But Mercedes doesn’t bank on Angela’s
boyfriend finding out about her services and wanting a turn—or on Zach, who
likes her for who she is instead of what she can do in bed.
When Mercedes’ perfect system falls apart, she has to find a way to salvage
her own reputation—and figure out where her heart really belongs in the
process. Funny, smart, and true-to-life, Firsts is a one-of-a-kind young adult
novel about growing up.
PR A I SE

“Mercedes manages to be both tough and sympathetic, and this look at human
connection, female sexuality, and stigma is welcome.”—Booklist
“Debut author Flynn raises worthwhile questions about teenage sexuality and
perceived promiscuity.”—Publishers Weekly
“A fearless debut that dares you to question what you really know about that
girl.” —Amanda Maciel, author of Tease
“Emotionally charged... Firsts is a powerful coming of age story that tied my
heartstrings in knots.”—Caisey Quinn, bestselling author of Leaving Amarillo
LAURIE ELIZABETH FLYNN got hooked on writing in the fourth grade, when she
repeatedly bugged her teacher for more paper to write her stories on. She later went to school
for Journalism, where the most important thing she learned was that she would much rather
write fiction than report the news. Laurie also worked as a model, a job that took her overseas
to Tokyo, Athens, and Paris and spurred her obsession with all things fashion. She now lives
in London, Ontario, Canada with her husband Steve.
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I Am a Secret Service Agent
My Life Spent Protecting the President
Dan Emmett
Adapted from Within Arm’s Length for a young adult audience,
a rare inside look at the Secret Service from an agent who
protected Presidents George H. W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and
George W. Bush.
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AL S O AVA ILABL E
The Making of a Navy SEAL: My Story of
Surviving the Toughest Challenge and
Training the Best
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Dan Emmett was just eight years old when President John F. Kennedy was
assassinated. The events surrounding the President’s death shaped the course
of young Emmett’s life as he set a goal of becoming a US Secret Service
agent—one of a special group of people willing to trade their lives for that of
the President, if necessary.
I Am A Secret Service Agent is the essential book on the Secret Service—with
stories from some of the author’s more high-profile assignments in his
twenty-one years of service, where he provided protection worldwide for
Presidents George Herbert Walker Bush, William Jefferson Clinton, and
George W. Bush. Dan Emmett describes the professional challenges faced by
Secret Service agents as well as the physical and emotional toll that can be
inflicted on both agents and their families. I Am A Secret Service Agent also
shares firsthand details about the duties and challenges of conducting
presidential advances, dealing with the media, driving the President in a
bullet-proof limousine, running alongside him through the streets of
Washington, and flying with him on Air Force One.
With fascinating anecdotes, Emmett weaves keen insight into the unique
culture and history of the Secret Service with the inner workings of the White
House.
PR A I SE

“Controversial.” —Inside Edition
“Very moving!” —Jake Tapper, CNN correspondent and New York Times
bestselling author of The Outpost
After a stint in the Marine Corps, DAN EMMETT joined the United States Secret Service,
serving on the elite Counter Assault Team before being selected for the most coveted of all
assignments in the Secret Service, the Presidential Protective Division. After 21 years as an
agent, Emmett retired from the Secret Service and today is an adjunct professor as well as a
security consultant for both private industry and the United States government. He lives in
Opelika, Alabama.
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The Inevitable Collision of Birdie
& Bash
Candace Ganger
Birdie never meant to be at the party. Bash should have been
long gone. But when they meet, a collision course is set off they
may never recover from.
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Sebastian Alvaréz is just trying to hold the pieces together: to not flunk out,
to keep his sort-of-best friend Wild Kyle from doing something really bad,
and to see his beloved Ma through chemo. But when he meets Birdie Paxton,
a near-Valedictorian who doesn’t realize she’s smoking hot in her science pun
T-shirt, at a party, an undeniable attraction sparks. And suddenly he’s not
worried about anything. But before they are able to exchange numbers, they
are pulled apart. A horrifying tragedy soon links Birdie and Bash
together—but neither knows it. When they finally reconnect, and are starting
to fall—hard—the events of the tragedy unfold, changing both their lives in
ways they can never undo. Told in alternating perspectives, The Inevitable
Collision of Birdie & Bash by Candace Ganger is a beautiful, complex, and
ultimately hopeful teen novel that will move you to the very last page.
PR A I SE
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“Smart, raw, often biting in its reflections of the haves and have-nots, this debut
will appeal to fans of John Green’s An Abundance of Katherines...You’ll find
yourself not only wanting to (re)study chemistry but learning what you get in life
isn’t always what you deserve—sometimes it’s more. [A] must-have for every shelf.”
—Patty Blount, award-winning author of Some Boys
“A stunning and brilliantly crafted debut that peels back layers to the raw and the
real. Birdie + Bash = 2 characters impossible not to fall in love with.” —K.M.
Walton, author of Empty and Cracked
CANDACE GANGER is a contributing writer for HelloGiggles and obsessive marathoner.
Aside from having past lives as a singer, nanotechnology website editor, and world’s worst
vacuum sales rep, she’s also ghostwritten hundreds of projects for companies, best-selling
fiction and award-winning nonfiction authors alike. She lives in Ohio with her family.
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A Novel
Temple Matthews
The story of a recently deceased girl who must solve her own
murder in order to escape purgatory.
Sixteen year-old Echo Stone awakens in a cold sweat in a dark room, having
no idea where she is or how she got there. But she soon finds out she’s in
Middle House, an orphanage filled with mysteriously troubled kids.
There’s just one problem: she’s not an orphan. Her parents are very much
alive.
YO U N G AD U LT FI C T I O N /
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A Thomas Dunne Book for St. Martin's Griffin
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She explains this to everyone, but no one will listen. After befriending a
sympathetic (and handsome) boy, Echo is able to escape Middle House and
rush home, only to discover it sealed off by crime scene tape and covered in
the evidence of a terrible and violent crime. As Echo grapples with this worldshattering information, she spots her parents driving by and rushes to flag
them down. Standing in the middle of street, waving her arms to get their
attention, her parents’ car drives right through her.
She was right. Her parents are alive—but she’s not.
She’s a ghost, just like all the other denizens of Middle House. Desperate to
somehow get her life back and reconnect with her still-alive boyfriend, Echo
embarks on a quest to solve her own murder. As the list of suspects grows, the
quest evolves into a journey of self-discovery in which she learns she wasn’t
quite the girl she thought she was. In a twist of fate, she’s presented with one
last chance to reclaim her life and must make a decision which will either
haunt her or bless her forever.
PR A I SE

“This fast-paced, action-packed first novel by veteran Hollywood screenwriter
Temple Mathews takes the idea of high school as hell to a whole new level. Will’s
story, part wish-fulfillment sci-fi adventure and part iconic hero’s journey with a
side of budding romance, will appeal to teen readers of both genders.”
—Somewhere Only We Know Blog on The New Kid
“The pace is good, the attention to small details almost made it seem like a movie
script, while the twists add character to the story.” —Tome Tender Book Blog on
The New Kid
TEMPLE MATTHEWS is an author and screenwriter with several films to his credit,
including Disney’s Return to Neverland, The Little Mermaid 2: Return to the Sea, and
Mickey’s Once Upon a Christmas. He wrote Aloha Scooby Doo for Warner Brothers and
Picture This for MGM. He is also the author of the The New Kid trilogy.
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